This paper discusses energy extraction from atmospheric turbulence by small-and micro-uninhabited aerial vehicles. A nonlinear longitudinal dynamic model of a glider with elevators as the sole control input is used for the aircraft and feedback control laws for energy extraction are discussed. Using current measurements of wind speed and gradient the state which maximizes the gain in total energy is computed. A state feedback controller uses elevator input to regulate states to the optimal values. The state feedback control law is computed using LQR synthesis, and the state and input weight matrices which maximize energy gain are found using a search method. Simulation results of flights through sinusoidal gust fields and a thermal field show the performance of the proposed approach.
I. Introduction
A major handicap associated with small-and micro-Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (smuavs) is the limited on-board energy capacity (either as chemical fuel or as batteries). The reduced endurance and range which results greatly reduces the utility of such vehicles. Additionally, the low Reynolds numbers inherent to smuavs make it very difficult to achieve lift/drag ratios comparable to larger aircraft, further reducing overall performance.
However, significant energy is available from the atmosphere. Large birds and human sailplane pilots routinely exploit vertical air motion (lift) to remain aloft for several hours and fly hundreds of kilometers without flapping wings or the use of engines. Exploiting these long duration vertical air motions has been an active area of research for manned glider flight for many years and is now becoming of interest for small UAVs as well.
In addition to the relatively long-duration air motion exploited by sailplane pilots, energy is also available from short duration phenomena such as gusts. It has been observed by radio control glider pilots that flight performance relative to birds is significantly reduced on a gusty day. 1 This implies that birds are exploiting gusts to minimize the effect on performance (and may in fact be able to improve performance), a feat which human RC pilots are not able to reproduce. Kiceniuk reports that it is even possible to extract energy from a downward gust 2 ! Extracting energy from gusts is complicated by their typically short duration, hence very fast response (usually exceeding human reaction time) is required. While traditional flight control methods have focused on mitigating the effects of disturbances such as gusts, the research proposed here seeks to exploit disturbances to enhance range and endurance.
Urban environments are particularly gusty, and thus will greatly affect the flight performance of a small or micro air vehicle. Hence exploiting atmospheric disturbances such as gusts has the potential to significantly increase the utility of small flight vehicles operating in urban environments. While a significant amount of work has been done on exploiting longer-duration atmospheric effects (for example the autonomous soaring research described by Allen 3 ) and dynamic soaring (i.e. exploiting spatial gradients in a wind field 1 ) less work has been performed on exploiting gusts. Phillips describes an approach to compute an equivalent thrust coefficient which occurs due to vertical gusts, 4 and concludes that the effect is too small to be useful in crewed aircraft. However, extending Phillips approach to small uavs shows that a significant performance improvement is possible.
One approach, which generated a control law based on lift coefficient, is described by Patel. 5 An approach based on control of load factor is described by Lissaman.
6 These early results show potential for energy savings of up to 40% when gust soaring is employed.
This paper presents a closed-loop architecture for gust energy extraction using a full model for aircraft longitudinal dynamics. While the methodology for control law development is general to powered smuavs and aircraft equipped with flaps, here we present results for a small autonomous glider with only elevator inputs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a brief review of previous work; Section III discusses the dynamics and energetics of vehicle flight in gusts; Section IV describes the control architecture and control law development; Section V presents simulation results of flights through simusoidal gust fields and flight through a thermal field; and finally Section VI concludes the work.
II. Previous and Related Research
D riven by competition glider flying, a significant amount of work has been reported on optimal piloting techniques for static soaring. One of the most famous (and certainly most widely adopted) techniques was described by MacCready, 7 which describes what is now known as MacCready speed to fly theory. Other selected examples include Arho, 8 who examined minimum time soaring with a minimum altitude constraint, Metzger, 9 who described maximum speed with no net altitude loss, de Jong, 10 who discussed a geometric approach to sailplane trajectory optimization, and somewhat more recently Cochrane, 11 who extends MacCready theory to uncertain lift.
The trajectory optimization literature generally uses a simplified glider model, which assumes that the pilot has direct control of airspeed. This assumption is certainly appropriate for long duration flights where the glider spends most of its time in a trimmed condition, but this is assumption is not valid for periods of transition between trimmed conditions. Some authors have addressed optimal transitions to minimize energy loss, 12, 13 and elsewhere Gedeon 14 describes an analysis of dolphin-style flight through thermals. Dynamic soaring by both aircraft and birds has again become an active area of research. Optimal trajectories for energy extraction from wind gradients are described by Zhao 15 and minimum fuel trajectories for power-assisted dynamic soaring are described by Zhao an Qi.
16 Dynamic soaring using shear layers is described by Sachs, 17 and elsewhere he discusses the minimum wind shear strength required for albatross flight. 18 Pennycuick proposes an alternate flight mode where most of the energy gain is obtained from the shear layer which results from the winds flow separation over the crest of each wave. 19 Successful exploitation of this strategy requires sensing very small changes in dynamic pressure, and he suggests that only tube-nosed birds such as albatrosses have the necessary sensory capability.
Both energy extraction from thermals and dynamic soaring are generally treated as deterministic problems. Gusts are inherently stochastic, are much shorter in duration, and generally show far greater spatial variation. This makes effective energy extraction more difficult. In addition, since useful energy extraction from gusts is only practical for small uavs it has received comparatively less attention. Previously mentioned work by Lissaman, 20 Patel 5 and Lissaman and Patel 6 uses a point mass model for the aircraft, thus ignoring potentially important dynamics.
III. Vehicle Dynamics and Energetics

F
or simplicity only longitudinal motion is considered. Consider an aircraft located at r in an inertial frame I, wherex i andẑ i define unit vectors (see Figure 1 ). Using a common definition of stability axes, definex s as a unit vector in the direction of airspeed (so that v = v ax s ) andẑ s opposite to lift. The velocity of the aircraft in the inertial frame is the sum of the velocity of the aircraft in the stability axes and the wind velocity: 
The angle γ defines the rotation between the stability axes and the inertial axes, and it is the flight path angle with respect to the surrounding airmass. When w = 0 it is also the flight path angle with respect to the inertial frame. In this application γ is defined as positive upwards, so for a steady glide the glideslope is negative. The acceleration of the aircraft is
Substituting
Therefore
where L is the lift vector, D is the drag vector, g is the acceleration due to gravity, T is the thrust vector and m is the mass. Lift and drag are generally expressed in the stability frame, thrust is generally expressed in the body frame and gravity is generally expressed in the inertial frame:
The kinematics of the aircraft can now be defined in terms of the airspeed, flight path angle and wind speed. It is generally more convenient to work in terms of pitch angle and angle of attack, Figure 1 shows
where Q is pitch rate. Vehicle dynamics are written in stability axes aṡ
where q = 1 2 ρv 2 a . In this research the wind field is assumed to be constant, hence
The aerodynamic coefficients are
where f LD (C L0 + C Lα α) is a polynomial function which relates drag coefficient to lift coefficient. Control inputs are thrust coefficient C T , elevator deflection δ e and flap deflection δ f .
A. Total Energy
The vehicle's specific total energy (i.e. total energy divided by mass) is
where h is height above a datum. Substituting vehicle kinematics,
The rate of change of specific energy iṡ
Gathering terms and lettingḣ = v a sin γ − w z ,
Substituting vehicle dynamics and setting θ − α = γ,
And finally,Ė
where
e. airspeed expressed in the inertial frame) and ∇w is the gradient of the wind vector, also expressed in the inertial frame.
The last three terms in Equation 25 define the contribution of wind gradient to power. Remembering that z is positive down, we can see that negative gradients contribute to positive power (i.e. increasing upwards wind, increasing headwind allows power extraction from the gradient).
B. Trajectory Optimization
Given the vehicle dynamics, the energy extraction problem can be cast as a trajectory optimization problem:
where C is a cost function (discussed below), Equation 27 defines constraints on vehicle dynamics, Equation 28 defines constraints on the state (for example minimum altitude or minimum/maximum airspeed), and finally Equation 29 defines constraints on control inputs (for example control surface deflections).
The choice of cost function is critical in the trajectory which is eventually computed, and may vary depending on mission. For example, maximum endurance can be obtained by minimizing power, maximum range can be obtained by maximizing L/D, minimum time can be obtained by maximizing velocity.
Here we will maximize ∆E ∆x , the change in total energy with respect to distance. Note that in gliding flight in still air this quantity will always be negative, representing energy loss (a steady loss of altitude when airspeed is constant). For gliding flight:
In the dynamic case, simply computing C L to maximize instantaneous ∆E ∆x will result in minimizing C L (i.e. "pushing the nose down" to maximize airspeed). To obtain a useful solution one must compute a sequence of optimal [v a C L γ] over some finite time horizon (e.g. one period of a sinusoidal gust, as in Lissaman and Patel 6 ). However, this requires knowledge of future wind speeds, which in the case of stochastic gusts is unavailable.
A second approach (used here) is to compute the C L which maximizes energy gain (or equivalently, minimizes energy loss) while imposing steady glide constraints. In a steady glide,
and the instantaneous energy change for a particular value of w and ∇w is now a function of only airspeed.
a The optimal (steady state) airspeed can be found using standard bounded function minimization tools such as MatLab's fminbnd and the angle of attack can be computed from the associated optimal lift coefficient. The state which maximizes energy change is denoted x ss,opt and it comprises [θ ss,opt v ass,opt α ss,opt 0]. Note that the optimal pitch rate is zero in this steady state approximation.
Clearly the airspeed and angle of attack computed using this approach is suboptimal, since it does not allow full exploitation of the aircraft dynamics. However, the steady state computation allows us to determine an airspeed and angle of attack using only information available at the current instant: it does not require predictions of future wind, which are required by cyclic or receding horizon approaches.
a Note that in zero wind, Equation 30 simplifies tȯ
IV. Control Architecture
Now that an optimal vehicle state has been computed (or, in the case of a receding horizon control, a sequence of optimal states) a command following controller must be designed and implemented. A standard approach is is to design an inner loop controller (for example, capable of following commanded states or desired outputs) with the outer loop comprising the receding horizon control computation. This is shown schematically in Figure 2 . As discussed above, in the research presented here the assumption of steady glide precludes the necessity for predictive control, and only the current wind is needed for computing the optimal state. In effect this is a receding horizon controller with a one step planning horizon.
The remainder of this paper is concerned with the inner loop control problem. Actually following commanded states in gusty conditions using limited control inputs (e.g. only elevators) is a difficult problem, and the ability to follow the commanded states will have a large effect on actual energy extraction. The problem, therefore, is designing an inner-loop controller that maximizes energy extraction given the commanded sequence of optimal states while respecting limitations such as saturation.
While the methodology presented here is general, as an example a closed loop controller is designed for an RnR Products SB-XC aircraft (parameters given in Table 2 of the Appendix). This aircraft is equipped with flaps, but here only elevator control is considered.
A. Inner Loop Control Design
To simplify the problem of feedback control, system dynamics can linearized about some trim condition (here, steady flight at best L/D airspeed) and a state feedback controller can be designed for small perturbations about this trim condition:
where δ e is elevator deflection. In the implementation considered here the controller attempts to regulate the states to x ss,opt , so
The gain matrix K can be determined using techniques such as pole placement or LQR. This approach assumes that the change in linearized system dynamics is small over the range of states likely to be encountered during flight through the gust field, so a particular choice of K is appropriate over a wide speed range. This approach also assumes that δ e,trim does not change significantly. Both these assumptions are likely to make the final solution brittle, but in the simulation results presented here good results are still obtained. It may be possible to use techniques such as gain scheduling to improve performance.
Here a controller was designed using a linear quadratic regulator, which seeks to minimize a cost function J c :
where the state vector is
T , x des is the desired state vector and the input is u = δ e . The components of Q and R represent the relative importance of regulating a particular state and the control cost.
The problem now is the choice of weight matrices Q and R which will maximize energy gain in the control architecture of Figure 2 . For example, a large value of Q 33 and small value of Q 11 implies that angle of attack must be controlled more precisely than pitch angle.
Since Q and R define relative importance, we can set a particular component to 1 without loss of generality. To limit the dimension of the space of possible controllers, Q 33 was set to 1, Q 44 was set to 1 × 10 −9 and R was set to 0.1. The small value of Q 44 was chosen because the optimal value of pitch rate determined using the steady state approximation is zero, and the true optimal value of pitch rate is likely to be significantly different for the dynamic case. The value of 0.1 for R (which defines the cost of control input) was chosen after some experimentation. The remaining free parameters are Q 11 and Q 22 , the relative importance of pitch angle and airspeed with respect to angle of attack, respectively.
Here we determine the optimal state cost and control cost to maximize energy change for flight through a sinusoidally varying vertical gust field. The gust field is assumed to be frozen in space, i.e.
In this example the gust length L w = 50 m and the root mean square vertical velocity σ z = 2 m s −1 . Simulations of flight 1000 m in length through the gust field using controllers computed using various values of Q 11 and Q 22 were conducted and the cost of a flight was defined as
The state limits x min and x max ensure feasibility of the trajectory and are defined in Table 3 The peak at very small values of Q 11 and Q 22 shows that the critical state to be controlled is α. It is interesting to note that while airspeed (weighted by Q 22 ) is not weighted highly, its importance is not zero: the effective L/D peaks when Q 22 = 1 × 10 −5 . Additionally, it is not critical to track pitch angle θ: effective L/D remains high even for very small values of Q 11 . The flat region with zero effective L/D denote controllers where state constraints were violated at some point during the simulation.
Note that in steady state gliding flight angle of attack and airspeed are directly related. It should therefore come as no surprise that airspeed is given some weight in the control design. However, tracking an airspeed command in gusty conditions using only elevator is more difficult than tracking an angle of attack command, since the time constant of airspeed with respect to elevator is much slower than the time constant of angle of attack.
Using Q The combination of the optimal steady state energy extraction computation of Subsection III.B with the state feedback controller defined above (referred to as "gust soaring controller") enables energy extraction from flight through gusts.
B. Comparison with output-regulating control
Rather than minimize the error in state regulating, one can minimize the error in output regulating. In an LQR formulation the cost function becomes
where y is the vector of outputs and y des is the desired output vector. As with the state regulating case, the problem is choice of weights Q and R to achieve desired system performance. Rather than design output feedback controllers, here we show the importance of controlling airspeed in addition to angle of attack by comparing an output regulating controller using angle of attack A comparison of flight through a sinusoidal gust field using the two controller designs is given in Figure 4 . The better performance of the state regulating controller (by a factor of two) shows the importance of some airspeed control: this performance difference is also reflected in Figure 3 .
Note the transients which occur over the first few gust wavelengths before steady sinusoidally varying flight develops. This is due in part to the non-smooth gust initiation (the gradient of sin x is non-zero at x = 0), but may also be due in part to the steady state assumption made when computing the optimal state for energy extraction. For both cases the states to be flown are computed using the steady state energy extraction computation. The upper plot shows vertical wind speed, the second plot show flight path, the third plot shows airspeed, the fourth plot shows angle of attack. The grey line in the second and third plots shows the optimal state for energy maximization computed using the steady state assumption.
V. Simulation and Discussion
S
imulations of flights using the gust soaring controller were conducted for sinusoidally varying gust fields and for flight through a field of randomly distributed thermals.
A. Sinusoidal Gust Fields
To assess the effectiveness of the gust soaring controller over various gust fields and to assess range of gust conditions over which energy extraction is possible a sequence of simulations of flight through sinusoidal gust fields of varying wavelength and root mean square vertical wind velocity were conducted. In all cases flights of 5000 m were conducted. Results are given in Figure 5 . The closed loop controller was designed for the case of L w = 50 m, so it is to be expected that performance is maximized here. Net energy gain occurs when σ z 2.1 m s −1 (the effective flight path angle is greater than zero).
Results presented in Lissaman and Patel 6 indicate that energy neutral trajectories at this wavelength are achievable with a root mean square gust intensity of approximately 1.13 m s −1 . However, this assumes: (1) full knowledge of future wind speeds, so that the optimal trajectory can be computed; (2) the optimal trajectory so computed can be flown exactly. Here a sub-optimal state is computed without knowledge of future wind speeds, and elevator control is used to regulate vehicle state to the desired values.
For the shorter wavelength gust field (L w = 25 m) performance is similar at low gust intensities but becomes degraded at higher gust intensities. It appears that the wind gradients are too steep at this wavelength, and the closed loop controller is unable to maintain adequate regulation.
At (L w = 100 m) performance is good over the full range of intensities examined. The reduced performance may be due to a non-optimal closed loop controller, but is more likely due to the smaller wind gradients, reducing the energy that can be obtained.
At L w = 400m essentially pure dolphin soaring can occur (since vehicle dynamics are fast compared with gust period). Wind gradients are small, however, and the poor performance of the vehicle at high speeds greatly reduces overall performance compared with the shorter wavelength cases.
The overall poor performance at (L w = 200 m) requires further investigation.
B. Thermal Fields
Since it is not clear that they are appropriate for small and micro uavs, rather than test the controller on a Dryden or von Karman gust field, here we will simulate flight of the vehicle through a field of randomly placed thermals. For a single thermal, the vertical wind velocity is computed using a model presented in Gedeon 14 and used in several studies of optimal flight trajectories:
where w 0 is the maximum vertical wind speed, x 0 is the thermal center and R is the thermal radius. This model provides a region of sinking air immediately around the rising central core, which has been oberved by glider pilots. The "area of effect" of a thermal is approximately three times the thermal radius. This thermal profile is shown in Figure 6 . 
inter-thermal spacing For a sequence of N thermals the total vertical wind speed is
(44) A field of 30 thermals was randomly generated using uniform distributions over the ranges of variables given in Table 1 . For the results presented here, the root mean square vertical gust velocity was 1.27 m s −1 and the mean vertical gust velocity was −0.45 m s −1 (positive down). The vehicle was flown for 5000m through this thermal field under two conditions: the gust soaring controller and an output regulating controller which was set to regulate airspeed to best L/D in still air (15.8 m s −1 for this aircraft). Results are presented in Figure 7 .
The constant speed controller (shown using the dashed red line in Figure 7 ) gave an effective flight path angle (computed using Equation 39) of 0.65
• (i.e. effective L/D=88). The same thermal field flown using the gust soaring controller gave an effective flight path angle of 0.434
• (i.e. effective L/D=132). To separate the effect of the mean vertical wind from the gusts, simulation of flight through a constant vertical wind field of −0.45 m s −1 (equal to the mean vertical wind speed of the thermal field) was conducted. For the SB-XC the speed for best L/D in this wind field is 14.7 m s −1 , and at this speed the effective flight path angle is 0.59
• (i.e. effective L/D=96). A comparison of flight in this constant wind field with the thermal field is shown in Figure 8 .
VI. Conclusion
This paper has presented a closed loop architecture for gust energy extraction for small-and microUninhabited Aerial Vehicles. An equation for rate of change of specific energy for flight through a spatially varying wind field is derived using a full model of aircraft longitudinal dynamics (i.e. vehicle inputs are thrust coefficient, elevator deflection and flap deflection).
To enable closed loop control the state which maximizes instantaneous energy gain using only current measurements of wind speed and gradient is computed. A state feedback controller regulates vehicle state to this optimal energy gain state. A critical problem is designing the feedback control law which maximizes energy gain within this gust soaring architecture.
To avoid unreasonable control inputs the computation of instantaneous energy gain requires and assumption of steady gliding flight. The sequence of states computed using this approach will necessarily result in sub-optimal energy gain, however it significantly reduces computational overhead in addition to obviating the need for full a priori knowledge of the gust field.
A gust soaring controller was designed for a small autonomous glider with only elevator input. The state feedback controller was designed using LQR synthesis, and a search method was used to determine the state weight matrix which maximized energy gain for flight through a sinusoidal gust field. This optimal state weight matrix was used to generate the feedback control law.
Simulations of flights through sinusoidal gust fields of varying wavelength and root mean square verti- cal wind velocity show the effectiveness of this gust soaring controller, and simulation of flight through a thermal field shows that significant improvement in flight performance is possible. Future work will include improvements to the energy maximization computation.
Appendix: Vehicle Properties
Simulation results are based on the RnR products SB-XC radio control glider. Parameters in Table 2 were obtained from a drag buildup computation, state limits in Table 3 were defined to limit states to "reasonable" bounds.
Note that a fourth order polynomial is used to relate C D to C L : this provided a better fit to the computed data over the full speed range. 
